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Abstract
This paper proposes a semi-supervised method for enhanc-
ing and suppressing self-produced speech, using a variational
autoencoder (VAE) to jointly model self-produced speech
recorded with air- and body-conductive microphones. In speech
enhancement and suppression for self-produced speech, body-
conducted signals can be used as an acoustical clue since they
are robust against external noise and include self-produced
speech predominantly. We have previously developed a semi-
supervised method taking an improved source modeling ap-
proach called the joint source modeling, which can capture a
nonlinear correspondence of air- and body-conducted signals
using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). This allows en-
hanced and suppressed air-conducted self-produced speech to
be prevented from contaminating by the characteristics of body-
conducted signals. However, our previous method employs a
rank-1 spatial model, which is effective but difficult to consider
in more practical situations. Furthermore, joint source mod-
eling depends on the representation capability of NMF. As a
result, enhancement and suppression performances are limited.
To overcome these limitations, this paper employs a full-rank
spatial model and proposes a joint source modeling of air- and
body-conducted signals using a VAE, which has shown to rep-
resent source signals more accurately than NMF. Experimental
results revealed that the proposed method outperformed base-
line methods.
Index Terms: Semi-supervised speech enhancement and sup-
pression, Air- and body-conducted signal, Joint source model-
ing, Variational autoencoder (VAE)

1. Introduction
Speech enhancement refers to the problem of extracting speech
signals present in observed signals recorded under noisy con-
ditions and improving their intelligibility [1]. With the recent
developments of small and powerful recording devices and au-
ditory scene analysis technologies [2, 3], speech enhancement
is expected to build practical sound signal processing applica-
tions involving the use of wearable audio interfaces. Audio sig-
nals received by wearable devices contain several source sig-
nals such as the user’s own speech and ambient environmental
sounds, each of which can be applicable for various applica-
tions. For example, using user’s utterances, i.e., self-produced
speech, it is possible to develop systems that assist human activ-
ities such as speech retrieval [4, 5] and speech operation [6, 7].
It is also possible to design systems that monitor surrounding
acoustic scenes and events [8, 9] by using ambient environmen-
tal sounds. Hence, to extract the target signals for desired appli-
cations, speech enhancement and suppression technologies for
self-produced speech are essential.

In self-produced speech enhancement and suppression for
wearable audio devices, one of the promising skin-attached
body-conductive microphones, a non-audible murmur (NAM)
microphone [10] has attracted attention. A NAM microphone
is developed to detect very softly whispered speech, i.e., NAM,
and it can record a wide variety of body-conducted signals, not
only NAM but also normal speech. Although body-conducted
signals recorded by a NAM microphone are suffered from
strong attenuation of high-frequency components, they are ro-
bust against external noise, and they have larger power than
air-conducted signals, and include self-produced speech pre-
dominantly [11]. These characteristics can be used as acousti-
cal clues for the enhancement and suppression of self-produced
speech. Moreover, NAM microphones can be easily installed to
neckband-type wearable recording devices since they are used
to be set at the back of the speaker‘s ear.

We have previously proposed self-produced speech en-
hancement and suppression methods using body-conducted sig-
nals captured with a NAM microphone and air-conducted sig-
nals captured by conventional microphones [12, 13]. In [12],
a blind enhancement and suppression method was proposed,
which uses the audio signals recorded with the air- and body-
conductive microphones and estimates self-produced speech
and ambient environmental sounds from the separated sig-
nals obtained by independent low-lank matrix analysis (IL-
RMA) [14]. Thanks to the use of body-conducted signals, this
method can estimate self-produced speech effectively, outper-
forming that with air-conducted signals only. However, the
sound quality of the estimated signals is suffered from the con-
tamination caused by the characteristics of body-conducted sig-
nals. To address this issue, we developed an improved source
model called the “joint source model”, which captures a non-
linear relationship between air- and body-conducted signals,
and proposed a semi-supervised method for enhancing and sup-
pressing self-produced speech [13]. This allows air- conducted
signals to be prevented from contaminating by characteristics
of body-conducted signals. However, our previous method em-
ploys a rank-1 spatial model based on ILRMA, which is useful
but difficult to consider in wearable audio devices. Furthermore,
joint source modeling depends on the representation capability
of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [15], resulting in
the performance limitation.

To overcome these limitations, this paper proposes a self-
produced speech enhancement and suppression method using a
variational autoencoder (VAE) [16] in the joint source model-
ing of air- and body-conducted signals. The proposed method
employs a full-rank spatial model and integrates with the joint
source modeling. Furthermore, a VAE-based semi-supervised
speech enhancement methodology [17, 18, 19] is applied.
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Figure 1: An air- and body-conductive microphone array, where
multiple air-conductive microphones and a body-conductive
microphone (NAM microphone) are allocated on neckband.

2. Related Works
2.1. Self-produced Speech Enhancement and Suppression
Using Body-conducted Signals [12]

In [12], a multichannel air-conducted signal and a single chan-
nel body-conducted signal recorded with an air- and body-
conductive microphone array in Figure 1 are treated as a mul-
tichannel signal. ILRMA is directly applied to this multi-
channel signal, and the same number of separated signals are
estimated. Post-processing to classify the separated signals
into self-produced speech and ambient environmental sounds
is required, this can be solved by utilizing the characteris-
tics of body-conducted signals. Since body-conducted signals
have larger powers than air-conducted signals and include self-
produced speech predominantly, the separated signal that has
the largest power at the channel corresponding to the body-
conducted signal is then identified as the self-produced speech.
While this method shows superior performance to that uses air-
conducted signals only, the separated signals can be contami-
nated by the acoustic characteristics of the body-conducted sig-
nals such as the degradation of the sound quality.

2.2. Self-produced Speech Enhancement and Suppres-
sion Considering Correspondence between Air- and Body-
conducted Signals [13]

To address the contamination issue, in [13], we proposed a
new source model taking the correspondence of air- and body-
conducted signals into account, which capable of applying the
linear separation to only the air-conducted signals. We modified
ILRMA so that the spectral patterns of air- and body-conducted
signals are modeled independently while sharing the same tem-
poral activations. This allows us to model the nonlinear re-
lationship between air- and body-conducted signals. We call
this source modeling approach the joint source modeling and
refer the modified variant of ILRMA to as “basis-coupled IL-
RMA” (BCILRMA). Moreover, a multi-step method was de-
veloped by incorporating ILRMA and BCILMA within a semi-
supervised framework [13]. Our previous method enables us
to avoid contamination and improve the performances by using
a semi-supervised speech enhancement framework. However,
our previous method employs a rank-1 spatial model based on
ILRMA, which is difficult to consider in the use of wearable
audio devices, such as longer reverberant conditions and obsta-
cles, i.e., speaker‘s head. Another shortcoming is that our pre-
vious method uses NMF-based source models, which remains
room to be improved.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Overview

The proposed method starts by employing a full-rank spa-
tial model to generalize conventional methods [12, 13]. Self-
produced speech enhancement and suppression methods based
on the joint source modeling using NMF and VAE are then de-
rived.

3.2. General Formulation

Let us denote the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) coef-
ficients of self-produced speech and ambient sounds recorded
by a I-channel air- and body-conductive microphone array
as {s(A, f, t) ∈ CI−1, s(B, f, t) ∈ C}，{n(A, f, t) ∈
CI−1, n(B, f, t) ∈ C}, where A and B represent the air- and
body-conducted signals, and t and f are the time and frequency
indices, respectively. The mixture signals are given as:

x(A, f, t) = s(A, f, t) + n(A, f, t), (1)
x(B, f, t) = s(B, f, t) + n(B, f, t). (2)

We introduce the local Gaussian model (LGM) [20, 21, 22]
so that each signal independently follows a zero-mean complex
Gaussian distribution. The mixture signals can be written as:

x(A, f, t) ∼ NC (0,VX(A, f, t)) , (3)
x(B, f, t) ∼ NC (0, vX(B, f, t)) . (4)

VX(A, f, t) and vX(B, f, t) are given as:

VX(A, f, t) = vS(A, f, t)RS(A, f) + vN(A, f, t)RN(A, f),
(5)

vX(B, f, t) = vS(B, f, t) + vN(B, f, t), (6)

where (·)S and (·)N represent the components of self-
produced speech and ambient sounds, and v(·) and R(·)
denote the source variance and spatial covariance, respec-
tively. Hence, given an observed mixture signal X =
{x(A, f, t), x(B, f, t)}f,t, using the source variance V =
{vS(A, f, t), vS(B, f, t), vN(A, f, t), vN(B, f, t)}f,t and the
spatial covarianceR = {RS(A, f),RN(A, f)}f in source sig-
nals, the negative log-likelihood is written by:

− log p(X|V,R) c
=∑

f,t

[
tr
(
X(A, f, t)V−1

X (A, f, t)
)
+ logdetVX(A, f, t)

]
+

∑
f,t

[
|x(B, f, t)|2v−1

X (B, f, t) + log vX(B, f, t)
]
, (7)

where c
= denotes the equality up to constant terms and

X(A, f, t) = x(A, f, t)xH(A, f, t). (8)

3.3. Joint Source Modeling Using NMF

As with the previous study [13], we apply the joint source mod-
eling, which assumes that the air- and body-conducted signals
of source j ∈ {S,N} take the following structure by NMF:[

vj(A, f, t)
vj(B, f, t)

]
=

∑
k

[
hj,k(A, f)
hj,k(B, f)

]
uj,k(t), (9)

where k is the index of the number of bases. Since these air- and
body-conducted source models share the temporal activation
uj,k(t), while having individual spectral patterns hj,k(A, f)
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and hj,k(B, f), the nonlinear relationship between these signals
is taken to be account.

In semi-supervised scenarios, using fixed spectral patterns
of self-produced speech {hS,k(A, f)}k,f and {hS,k(B, f)}k,f
trained by dataset, the estimation algorithm iteratively up-
dates the other source model parameters {hN,k(A, f)}k,f ,
{hN,k(B, f)}k,f , {uS,k(t)}k,t, and {uN,k(t)}k,t, and spatial
covariances {RS(A, f)}f and {RN(A, f)}f . By using the
Majorization-Minimization (MM) algorithm [23, 24], the op-
timal updates of each parameter can be derived as:

hN,k(A, f)← hN,k(A, f)

√ ∑
t uN,k(t)lN(A, f, t)∑
t uN,k(t)mN(A, f, t)

, (10)

hN,k(B, f)← hN,k(B, f)

√ ∑
t uN,k(t)lN(B, f, t)∑
t uN,k(t)mN(B, f, t)

, (11)

uj,k(t)← uj,k(t)

√ ∑
c,f hj,k(c, f)lj(c, f, t)∑
c,f hj,k(c, f)mj(c, f, t)

, (12)

Rj(A, f)← Λ−1
j (A, f)# (Rj(A, f)Ωj(A, f)Rj(A, f)) ,

(13)

where c ∈ {A,B} denotes conducted signal and # denotes
the geometric mean between two positive definite matrices [25],
and

lj(A, f, t) =

tr(V−1
X (A, f, t)X(A, f, t)V−1

X (A, f, t)Rj(A, f)), (14)

mj(A, f, t) = tr
(
V−1

X (A, f, t)Rj(A, f)
)
, (15)

lj(B, f, t) = |x(B, f, t)|2 v−2
X (B, f, t), (16)

mj(B, f, t) = v−1
X (B, f, t), (17)

Λj(A, f) =
∑

t
vj(A, f, t)V−1

X (A, f, t), (18)

Ωj(A, f) =∑
t
vj(A, f, t)V−1

X (A, f, t)X(A, f, t)V−1
X (A, f, t).

(19)

3.4. Joint Source Modeling Using VAE

In the proposed method, we employ a VAE instead of NMF
to represent self-produced speech vS(A, f, t) and vS(B, f, t),
while modeling ambient sounds by NMF as well as the previous
study [13].

Let S̃(A) ∈ CF×T and S̃(B) ∈ CF×T denote the com-
plex spectrograms of self-produced speech recorded by air-
and body-conductive microphones. In the joint source model-
ing using VAE, the spectrograms of air- and body-conducted
signals are stacked along with frequency bin and treated as
the network input. Given an concatenated spectrogram S̃ =
[S̃T(A), S̃T(B)]T ∈ C2F×T , the encoder distribution qϕ(Z|S̃)
and the decoder distribution pθ(S̃|Z, g) are expressed as a
Gaussian distribution and a zero-mean complex Gaussian dis-
tribution:

qϕ(Z|S̃) =
∏

d
NC

(
z(d)|µϕ(d; S̃), σ

2
ϕ(d; S̃)

)
, (20)

pθ(S̃|Z, g) =
∏

c,f,t
NC (s̃(c, f, t)|0, v(c, f, t)) , (21)

v(c, f, t) = gσ2
θ(c, f, t;Z) (22)

where z(d), µϕ(d; S̃), and σ2
ϕ(d; S̃) represent the d–th elements

of a latent variable Z and encoder outputs µϕ(S̃) and σ2
ϕ(S̃),

σ2
θ(c, f, t;Z) represent the (f, t)–th elements of the decoder

output σ2
θ(Z), and g is the global scale of generated spectro-

gram. During VAE training, both the encoder network and de-
coder network parameters ϕ and θ are trained using the follow-
ing objective function:

J (ϕ, θ) =

ES̃∼p(S̃)[EZ∼q(Z)[log p(S̃|Z)]−KL(q(Z|S̃)||p(Z))], (23)

where ES̃∼p(S̃) [·] denotes the sample mean over the dataset and
KL(·||·) denotes Kullback-Leivler (KL) divergence. Since the
decoder distribution is designed to be the same form as the
LGM, the decoder network σ2

θ(Z) leads the same (negative)
log-likelihood as (7), which can be seen as a generative model
of self-produced speech. Thus, the air- and body-conducted
variances of self-produced speech are given by:[

vS(A, f, t)
vS(B, f, t)

]
= g

[
σ2
θ(A, f, t;Z)

σ2
θ(B, f, t;Z)

]
(24)

The iterative algorithm consists of updating the joint
source model parameters for self-produced speech g and Z,
those for ambient sounds {hN,k(A, f)}k,f , {hN,k(B, f)}k,f ,
and {uN,k(t)}k,t, and spatial covariances {RS(A, f)}f and
{RN(A, f)}f , where g and Z are new parameters. From the
MM algorithm, the optimal update for g is obtained as:

g ← g

√ ∑
c,f,t σ

2
θ(c, f, t;Z)lS(c, f, t)∑

c,f,t σ
2
θ(c, f, t;Z)mS(c, f, t)

. (25)

As shown in [26], it is possible to build a majorizer for the neg-
ative log-likelihood defined in (7). Hence, Z can be updated
using backpropagation [27, 28], where the majorizer is used as
the objective function (we have omitted the derivation, due to
space limitations).

4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1. Experimental Settings

The proposed method was experimentally evaluated under a
semi-supervised self-produced speech enhancement and sup-
pression scenario. We used the neckband-type wearable
recording device shown in Figure 1, where three-channel air-
conducted signals and one-channel body-conducted signals
were used. Self-produced speech and environmental ambient
sound were recorded separately and superimposed to gener-
ate noisy speech. Our self-produced speech consisted of 50
Japanese sentences uttered by one Japanese female. Crowd
noise with a sound pressure level of 70 dBA was used for the
ambient environmental sound. Six noise sources were arranged
at intervals of 60 degrees around the speaker, at a distance of 2
meters from the speaker, with the location directly in front of
the speaker designated as zero degrees. We used 32 utterances
for training, and 18 utterances were used for evaluation. All the
signals were sampled at 24 kHz. STFT analysis was conducted
with a 21.3 ms window length and a 10.7 ms shift length.

We tested semi-supervised BCILRMA, that with
post-processing [13], semi-supervised multichannel NMF
(MNMF) [29], and VAE-NMF [18, 19] as baseline methods
(dAB-NMF, dAB-NMF+, uA-NMF, and uA-VAE). These
methods were compared with the proposed NMF-based
and VAE-based methods (uAB-NMF and uAB-VAE). The
categorization of each method is shown in Table 1. The number
of NMF bases was set to 32 per each source signal, and the
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Table 1: Methods for comparison.

Method Conducted Spatial Speech
signal model model

dAB-NMF Air & Body Rank-1 NMF
dAB-NMF+ [13] Air & Body Rank-1 NMF
uA-NMF [29] Air Full-rank NMF
uA-VAE [18, 19] Air Full-rank VAE
uAB-NMF Air & Body Full-rank NMF
uAB-VAE Air & Body Full-rank VAE
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(b) Decoder network
Figure 2: Architectures of (a) encoder and (b) decoder net-
works, where [C,L] denotes the input channel and input length.
Both convolution and deconvolution represent 1-dimensional
operation. (k) represents kernel size.

Itakura-Saito NMF (IS-NMF) [30] with 1000 iterations was
used for training. We used the encoder and decoder networks
shown in Figure 2 for our VAE, where the Adam [31] algorithm
with a learning rate of 0.0001 was used for training. All the
methods were initialized with 100 iterations and then ran for
100 iterations.

As the evaluation metrics, we used the signal-to-distortion
ratio (SDR), the source image-to-spatial distortion ratio (ISR),
the signal-to-inference ratio (SIR), the signal-to-artifact ra-
tio (SAR) [32], the perceptual evaluation of speech qual-
ity (PESQ) [33], and the short-time objective intelligibil-
ity (STOI) [34].

4.2. Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows an SDR comparison of the self-produced speech
enhancement and suppression performances of each method.
First, we show the conventional performances of our previously
proposed method. When comparing the SDR of the baseline
methods which employ the rank-1 spatial models (dAB-NMF
and dAB-NMF+), the previously proposed method slightly per-
forms better than that without post-processing. We can see from
these results that the post-processing works reasonably well,
however, these performances are still limited. We next focus
on the effectiveness of the full-rank spatial model. The com-
parison of dAB-NMF and uAB-NMF directly reflects the abil-
ity between the rank-1 and full-rank spatial models. We can
confirm that the use of a full-rank spatial model provides sig-
nificant performance improvements. Another finding is that the
methods employing full-rank spatial models (uA-NMF and uA-
VAE) can get comparable or better performances than those em-
ploying rank-1 spatial models, using air-conducted signals only.
These results imply that the full-rank spatial model is more ap-
propriate for practical microphone settings shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, focusing on the comparison of the NMF-based
joint source modeling and the VAE-based joint source model-
ing (uAB-NMF and uAB-VAE), uAB-VAE got further improve-
ments and achieved the best performances. On the other hand,
the conventional VAE-based source modeling (uA-VAE) failed
to improve the enhancement and suppression performances.
This might be because the power of air-conducted signals was
much smaller than that of body-conducted signals, which made
the parameter estimation to the global scale g more sensitive and
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dAB-NMF dAB-NMF+ uA-NMF uA-VAE uAB-NMF uAB-VAE

Figure 3: SDR comparison of self-produced speech enhance-
ment and suppression, where error bars show the 95 % confi-
dence intervals.

Table 2: Averaged performances.

Method SDR ISR SIR SAR PESQ STOI
dAB-NNF 3.8 8.6 7.9 11.2 1.2 0.6
dAB-NMF+ 4.4 9.2 8.2 11.0 N/A N/A
uA-NMF 5.4 11.1 10.2 10.4 1.2 0.7
uA-VAE 4.4 12.0 10.1 12.9 1.1 0.7
uAB-NMF 9.0 14.2 14.5 13.0 1.3 0.8
uAB-VAE 10.3 15.6 16.9 14.2 1.7 0.8

caused computational instability. These results indicate that the
VAE is capable of representing self-produced speech more pre-
cisely, and the body-conducted signal helps stabilize parameter
estimations in the VAE-based source modeling.

A comparison of the averaged performances of each
method is shown in Table 2. The proposed VAE-based joint
source modeling (uAB-VAE) yielded the best performances at
each metric. Specifically, uAB-VAE gained 0.4 points larger
than uAB-NMF at the PESQ evaluation, achieving significant
improvement. We can confirm from this result that the VAE-
based joint source modeling contributes to improving the sound
quality of self-produced speech1.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a semi-supervised method for en-
hancing and suppressing self-produced speech, using a VAE
to jointly model self-produced speech recorded with air- and
body-conductive microphones. The proposed method gener-
alizes our previous methods so that it can employ a full-rank
spatial model to consider more practical recording settings.
The proposed method was integrated with the joint source
modeling, which can capture the nonlinear correspondence of
air- and body-conducted signals. Furthermore, a VAE-based
semi-supervised speech enhancement framework was then in-
corporated. From experimental evaluations using a neckband-
type air- and body-conductive microphone array, our proposed
method outperformed baseline methods, including our previous
method, demonstrating the effectiveness of a full-rank spatial
model and a VAE-based joint source modeling.
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